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Abstract: This research paper presents an adaptation of the cat swarm optimization (CSO) to solve the traveling
salesman problem (TSP). This evolutionary algorithm appeared in 2007 by Chu and Tsai for optimization problems in
the continuous case. To solve TSP, which is a discrete problem, we will describe the various operators and operations
performed in two different modes of this algorithm, which is the searching mode (TM) and the tracing mode (SM). At
the end, we will demonstrate the success of the proposed terms.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) [1], studied since the 19th century, is one of the known problems in the
operational research .The importance of this problem appears in many application areas such as telecommunications,
electronics, logistics, transportation, astronomy, industry, the scheduling problem among others. It's very difficult to
solve this type of problem because it belongs to NP-complete problems class. But now, we are able to solve it with the
emergence of heuristic. For example, local search ([4]-[5]), simulated annealing ([6]-[7]), and tabu ([8]-[9]). And by the
emergence of meta-heuristic. For example, genetic algorithm (GA) ([10]-[13]), ant algorithm ([14]-[19]), particle swarm
optimization ([20]-[24]), bee colony optimization ([26]-[28]).Now, with the content of this article we can solve this
problem using the CSO algorithm. To prove the performance and convergence of the proposed algorithm, we will use
TSPLIB instances (Library of TSP instances). In this research paper, the first section is about the presentation of the CSO
[2]-[3] algorithm, the second contains a description of the TSP. The third is an adaptation of the CSO algorithm for TSP.
The fourth section is concerned with the test results by using instances of TSPLIB. Finally, comes the conclusion in the
last section.
II. CAT SWARM OPTIMIZATION
CSO [2-3] is an evolutionary optimization algorithm that models the natural behavior of cats. This behavior is
represented in two modes:
 Searching mode (TM): Cats move slowly when resting.
 Tracing mode (SM): Cats move quickly when hunting.
These two modes are linked to each other by the mixing ratio (MR), which determines if a cat is going to be in a
searching mode or in a tracing mode. Each cat is characterized by its position that represents the solution, its velocity and
the flag that determines whether the cat is in tracing mode or in searching mode.
III. ADAPTATION OF CSO TO RESOLVE TSP:
First, we will define operators/the characteristic of each cat that we will use in the CSO algorithm.
Let G(X , E) a graph, with X set of Nodes, and E set of edges. For the TSP the nodes present the cities and the each
edge of E present the path between every two cities from X. Let xi, xj two city of X. The operators are:
1. Position: This is the solution represented by the Hamiltonian path
2. Velocity: the set of pair (x i , x j ), which represents the permutation to be applied to the position, Let |v| the
number of a pair (x i , x j ). The velocity is defined by :
v=(ik,jk)[k :0 |v|]
3. Flag: This allows us to determine if the cat is in searching mode or in tracing mode
Our objective, is finding the cat that have the best fitness. The fitness present the distance of the position (distance
total of the Hamiltonian path).
A. Operation used in CSO algorithm:
This section is devoted to the description of the algebraic operations used in the tracing mode for the discrete
case. It’s similar to the discrete particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm for the traveling salesman problem,
defined by Clerc [25] in 2004.
These operations will be performed on the velocity and the position of every cat in the tracing mode.
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Before we begin, let x and x' two position / path of the salesman, and a velocity v represents all permutations to
performed.
1) Opposite of velocity:
Is defined by: ¬v=(ik,jk)[k : |v| 0] ,with: v + ¬v = ø
2) Addition:
This is done between a position x and velocity v, in order to have a new position x'.
x + v=x’
Adding operation which translates the movement, represents the set of permutations to be applied to the position x
to get a new position x'.
3) Subtraction (position - position):
This operation is performed between two positions to give a velocity.
x’ - x = v
This is the opposite of the addition operation (x’- x = v  x + v = x’). In this case, by two positions x and x', we
will be solving all permutations performed on x, to obtain x'. These pairs of permutations v is the velocity.
4) Multiplication:
This operation is performed between a real r and velocity v=(ik,jk)[k :0 |v|], the result is a velocity. The
different possible cases according to the real r are:
 If r = 0 : r * v = 0
 If (r>0 & r<=1) : Then r * v = (ik,jk)[k : 0  (c*|v|)]
 If r>1 : then we separate. Decimal and integer part, r = n +x. Where n is the integer part of r, and x
correspond to decimal parts. We will then returns to each party to the previous cases.
 If r<0: r * v= (-r)* ¬v. Now (-r) >0, and you will consider one of the previous case.
B. Seeking mode:
1) Presentation:
This sub-mode is used to model each cat during his rest period, where it will be looking carefully around his
surrounding for his next catch. As the continuous case, we are using four factors, except we're going to adapt them to the
discrete case.
The four factors are:
 SMP: number of cats in search mode
 CDC: size selected to carry the mutation
 SRD: the first position to choose randomly
 SPC: a Boolean value indicating whether a cat can be selected for the in tracing modeor not
2) Description:
Seeking mode is described as follows:
Step 1: put j copies of the present position of the cat k, with j = SMP. If the value of SPC is true or j = SMP-1, and
retain the cat as one of the candidates.
Step 2: Generate a random value of SRD
Step 3: If the fitness (FS) are not equal, calculate the probability of each candidate by equation (a), the default
probability value of each candidate is 1.
Step 4: Perform mutation and replace the current position.
𝑭𝑺𝒊 − 𝑭𝑺𝒎𝒂𝒙
𝑃𝑖 =
(a)
𝐅𝐒𝐦𝐚𝐱−𝐅𝐒𝐦𝐢𝐧
C. Tracing mode:
1) Presentation
This is the hunting mode. Where, every cat traces its path, according to its own velocity.
2) Description
The action of every cat in the tracing mode can be described as follows:
Step 1: update the velocities of each cat k according to equation (b).
Step 2: check if the velocities are of the highest order.
Step 3: update the position of k cat according to equation (c).
V’ k = w*V k + r1 * c1 * (X best − X k)
(b)
Where:
X best: is the best solution / position of the cat who has the best fitness value.
V k : The old speed value (current value).
V’ k: the new value of the velocity obtained by the equation (2).
c1: is a constant.
r1: a random value in the range [0, 1].
X’ k = X k + V k
(c)
Where:
X’ k: The new value of the position of the cat i
X k: The actual position of cat i
V k: The velocity of cat i
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D. Discussion about adding the "w" parameter:
In the continuous case, the value of the inertia parameter w is 1. But with this value for the traveling salesman
problem, we can't usually reach the optimum, just rarely (in up to 2/10 iterations), and if we reach it, it requires a
very large number of iterations (more than 100 iterations) in a very important execution time which takes
sometimes a lot of days, as a simple or a hard instance of TSPLIB. Now, by changing the value of inertia, we have
succeeded in obtaining the results in Table 1, which shows the performance of the algorithm by this modification of
w.
E. Complete Mode:
Full mode CSO is composed of a searching mode and a tracing mode. These two modes are combined by the
mixing ratio (MR), which will determine which mode each cat will have. The CSO algorithm is described as
following
1) Creating N Cats with a null speed. The position xi of each cat is randomly generated and initialized. xbest
position that has the best fitness in the swarm.
2) Initialized the flag of each cat by MR.
3) Calculates the fitness of each cat, and update xbest.
4) Changing the position of each cat with respect to its mode indicated by its flag
5) Updates the value of the flag of each cat according to MR.
6) Checks the stop condition. If yes, complete the program. If not, repeat 3), 4) and 5).
The flowchart of the algorithm is as follows:
Begin

Generate N cat

Initialize the position, velocity, and
flag of every cat

Evaluate the cats according to the fitness function and
keep the position of the cat, which has the best fitness
value.

Cat is in the
k

seeking mode?

yes
Apply cat k into seeking mode
process

no
Apply cat k into tracking mode
process

Re-pick number of cats and set them into tracing mode
according to MR, and set the others into seeking mode

no
Terminate
yes

End
FIGURE 1: The Process Diagram of CSO
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IV. EXPERIMENTS AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
To check the validity of the proposed adaptation for the CSO algorithm in the discrete case, some instances of the
TSPLIB library [21] are selected for the simulations. The experiments were performed on a PC with processor Intel(R)
Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU T5800@ 2.00GHZ 2.00GHz and 3.00 MB of RAM. Each instance runs for 100 times.
This table contains the values of the used parameter.
Table 1: value of uses parameters
SMP Number of cities
CDC 3
MR
33%
C1
2.05
R1
[0,1]
W
0.729
Table 2 shows the numerical results. The second column is the number of nodes Nbr node. The third represents the
best result Opt given by the documentation TSPLIB. The fourth column is the best result BestR obtained by using the
CSO algorithm. The fifth is the worst results WorstR for the selected instance. The percentage of error Err is calculated:
(𝑩𝒆𝒔𝒕𝑹+𝑾𝒐𝒓𝒔𝒕𝑹)
− 𝐎𝐩𝐭
𝟐
𝑬𝒓𝒓 =
𝐎𝐩𝐭
Table 2 : Numericals results obtained
Instance

Nbr node

Optimum

BestR

WorstR

Err

a280
berlin52
bier127
ch130
ch150
eil51
eil76
eil101
gil262
kroA100
kroB100
kroC100
kroD100
rat99
rd100
st70

280
52
127
130
150
51
101
101
262
100
100
100
100
99
100
70

2579
7542
118282
6110
6528
426
538
629
2378
21282
22141
20749
21294
1211
7910
675

2579
7542
118282
6110
6528
426
538
629
2378
21282
22141
20749
21294
1211
7910
675

2783
7693
122128
6394
6782
427
549
636
2670
21717
23014
21669
22878
1298
8165
682

3.9550
1.0011
1.6258
2.3241
2.0786
0,0799
1,02230
0,5564
6.1396
1,0220
1,9715
2,2170
3,7195
3,5921
1.6119
0,5185

nombrer of iterations

For CDC, we have tested some values to a many instance of TSPLIB. The result obtained by changing the
values CDC and mark number of being arrived to the best solution in teen iteration is:
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FIGURE 2: Graph represente by changing CDC values,the nbr to finding the best solution for berlin52 instance
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According to the graph obtained in figure 2, we can clearly see that the best value to choose is CDC = 3.
V. CONCLUSION:
In this article we presented the adaptation of the algorithm cat swarm optimization, which has never been tested in
the discrete case. The results obtained by testing on TSPLIB instances have demonstrated the performance of this
algorithm. In the future we will like to adapt and apply CSO also for multi-objective discrete problems.
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